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To whom it may concern
I have worked with Michael Pass for over 10 years now. I had Proguardplus
applied to boats and cars for various years. I had test patch applied to my
previous vessel when ZYTEXX was in testing for 12 months. It was amazing to
see the difference between ZYTEXX covered area staying pristine white while the
rest of the hull was becoming grey and black over time.
We had applied ZYTEXX on MY RoMa last year before the season on the
waterline and worst areas on the hull. The result was so amazing that we had
most of the hull done this spring.
Zytexx makes you look good, gives the mirror like finish on covered surfaces and
endless protection. Deck crew loves the product as it makes it so easy to keep
the boat clean.
Now when we see a boat with grey or black stains on the hull we all think
THEY DO NEED ZYTEXX and if you are reading this testimonial is because you
most probably need it too.
The owner is very impressed and pleased by the improvement of
appearance of paint system after application of ZYTEXX on the hull and
Proguardplus on superstructure.
The build project manager has told me that she looks better now than when she
left the yard new in 2010.
I am proud of the way RoMa looks now and it is all thanks to Proguardplus
team lead by Michael. Thank you guys and see you this winter for some more
work.
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